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ABSTRACT
The web foragers face many problems at time of foraging information on the web. We introduced new model in
the paper high lights the issue of Web Foraging application in facilitating the user’s preferences and choices.
The model includes the cognitive principals. The paper discusses various algorithms and develops best possible
framework for buying behavior on watch website.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with study the optimal foraging theory. It gives the idea about the foraging for
information by the human search on the web it is same as animal get foods or energy during the
searching of foods and they get foods on the lowest price of the searching. As OFT give a good
foraging of foods for the animals a best foraging for the human search about information is depend
upon the search behavioral of the human and how much users are able to understand the foraging
information. For the first time Peter Pirolli and Stuart described card by developing the concept of
identifying sameness of information foraging and OFT. They described both schemes as same
because humans are also work like animal how search the food for eating on lowest cost and eﬀort.
Same humans are work for information foraging from navigation.
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Fig. 1 Fish Bone Diagram of Cognitive Model Of WEB Navigation

For the information foraging of humans on web meaning right and accurate information for humans is
very important because it give optimal and low cost of foraging so cognitive models are introduced.

II.

LITERATURE SURVEY

Information foraging on web are uses many cognitive models which are give right and more eﬀective
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information, user wants to foraging. Cognitive models are mainly gate right and accurate information
of the web navigation on lowest cost of foraging. Many task are involved in the navigation of the
information on the web some are as evaluating web pages, search browsing, reading web pages and so
many mix task which are not so simple for foraging. In this we navigate one web page to other web
pages.
Many models are designed for the information foraging on the web some are such as in the given
table 1 with their features. Information Theory started its concept from the foraging theory used in
biology (by Stephens Kerbs, 1986). (Newell, 1985) also described foraging based on “good fit”
explanation of the data posteriori. Later on (Anderson 1998, 2004) developed the concept of ACT
(Adaptive Control Thought). To extend further (Bhavnani, 2005) developed this concept for medical
informatics.

III.

FRAME WORK

We present a new cognitive model by combining some important features of all models in one model
to foraging of information on web, which is expected to give accurate information to the users
searching for some information. The features which are included to this model is to create a new
cognitive model for information foraging. Such as the whole-wide web as a semantic space[?,?] and
predicts navigational choices (SNIF-ACT- Pirolli, Peter).The backtracking behaviour to explain the
mode (MESA-C.S Miller and Reming-ton),comparison invole computing between the search and the
search object (CoLiDeS-Kitajima, M.Blackmon) and mathematical technique called Latent
Table 1 Comparative Study of Information Foraging models
NAME

FEATURE

1

2

3

164

SNIF-ACT
(Sent-Based
Navigation And
Information
Foraging-2003)

This
architecture
considers the
whole-wide web
as a Semantic
Space , and
Predicts
navigational
choices .
SNIFT-ACT
was developed
under the
assumption that
the complexity
of web
navigation
behaviour could
best be
addressed by a
process of
successive
approximation.
A parameter
called
information
scent which is
calculated as the
mutual

MESA
(Method For
Evaluating site
Architecture C.S Miller
&Remington2004)
It gives a
model for
explaining
user
backtracking
behaviour .

CoLiDeS
(ComprehensionBased Linked
Model Of
Deliberative
search Kitajima &
Blackmon-2005 )
This model
assumes that
comprehension of
text and images is
the key to web
navigation.

CoLiDeS +
(Juvina and
Oostedorp2007)

MESA
navigates with
three basic
operatorsAssess the
relevance of a
link.
Select a link.
Back track to
previous page.

Comprehension
process build
elaborate and
compare the
mental
representation of
screen object to
determine which
hyper link or
image to select and
click.

CoLiDeS+
defines path
adequacy as
the semantic
similarity b/w
the navigation
path and goal.

It is intended
to be a
cognitive
engineering
model for
calculating the

This comparison
involves
computing
semantic similarity
b/w the search
goal and the search

It is use when
incoming
information
from links on
the current
page increases

CoLiDeS+
which extends
CoLiDeS by
including
contextual
information.
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4

relevance
between the
user goals and
link texts.
This model is
based on the
concept of
semantic
similarity or
information.

time cost of
navigation.

objects.

The focus of
MESA is on
link navigation
which
empirical
studies suggest
is the
dominant
strategy for
foraging for
information on
web.

It use a
mathematical
technique called
Latent Semantic
and analysis
(LAS) developed
by Landaner et al
(1998).

path adequacy
otherwise
alternate paths
are chosen.
Same as
CoLiDeS the
CoLiDeS+ is
also use the
mathematical
technique
(LAS).

Semantic and Analysis(LAS-Landaner et al 1998) this is one of the feature of CoLiDeS. We have
combined all the essential features of these model to gener-ate an optimum framework. We use an
analysis technique to evaluate foraging of the our new assumption of cognitive model as we explain
above LSA Latent Semantic and analysis (LAS-Landaner et al 1998) this give result as this model
give accurate and right information of human foraging on low cost of foraging. Consider a case of a
website selling watches providing online shopping on low cost and best features. We go on a online
website www.watch.com. In this website there are number of shown watches are present with their
feature cost and trends. But which one is good for the user according to the feature, cost and trend.
This is not very easy task to find accurate result for user, but this foraging of watch is possible by
evaluating the new cognitive model for user is foraging task for latest watch with feature like low cost
and trends. This model is evaluate semantics of the web page, comparing the foraging of user to
requirement it means what is on the web page and what is search by the use

Fig. 2 watch.com
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Fig. 3 watch.com

and then give accurate result back to the user according to their foraging of things such as in the above
case. This model gives a comparative view to the user according to the budget, features and trends.
After evaluation it shows the result which is best for the user according to the user foraging (figure 2).
The new result shows only two watches are best according to the user foraging (figure 3) of watch
after evaluation of all data which are present on the web page the website will give this two watches
for the user. For optimizing the result we use the concept of SNIF-ACT. SNIF-ACT deals with
relational analysis of web navigation. It provides two major predictions:
– Selection of link
– Behavior of the person when to change from one path to another.
In case of more than one match, the matching rule from a conflict set and a mechanism is called as
“Conflict resolution”. Finally the expected matching is calculated based on the utility level. The one
with the highest utility level is picked up. The task goal is represented by a set of chunks. The text
used for searching the items activates set of goal chunks and display chunks.
We can define the SNIF-ACT algorithm for the watch store as:
Algorithm 1 SNIF-ACT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

procedure START PROCESS PAGE
if the Goal ∗ Start/ − next/ − patch
there is a task to load the page successfully.
there is a browser supporting the page
if the browser is on an unprocessed page
then Set and push a sub goal ie . The website to the goal stack.
end procedure
procedure PROCESS-LINKS-ON-PAGE
Load all the web links of the page
Attend-to-Link
If the goal is Goal ∗ Process − Link
the user has evaluated the link
set the link to highest Activation.
Read-and-Evaluate Link:
if the goal is Goal ∗ Process − link
Divert the current attention to the link
then Read and Evaluate the link
It could cost Features
Leave Site:
if the goal is Goal ∗ Process − Link interacted
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21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

if the user has not much on the web page
then leave the site pop the goal from the goal
stack. Backup a page:
if the goal is Goal ∗ Process − Link
the mean activation on page is low
Not much relevant information about the product
then Go back to the previous page
Homepage
end procedure

From the above algorithm we are able to prove that how we forced the model website to match with
user’s choice regarding the cost and features of the watch model.

IV.

FUTURE WORKS

This framework can be extended in the future to search of graphical and picture information on the
web. We can use this model in future for graphical information foraging on the web. This will extend
into a graphical information foraging on web.

V.

CONCLUSION

The paper provides a framework for information foraging of an online watch store where foraging is
based on the behavior of the user of the web content forced[7,8,9]. The main idea of using
information foraging is we can help the user in finding the best possible outcomes using successive
approximation using SNIF-ACT which works a computational cognitive model for searching on the
web.
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